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Q.1 Answer the following questions based on networking concepts:  
a) After realizing the issues with proprietary software, Ms. Sujata has decided           

to use only Open Source Software. Suggest any one suitable open source            
software to her, for each of the following categories: 
i. Operating System 
ii. Browser 

1 
 
 

b) PACK N PICK is a food supply company with kitchen and market unit 110              
meters away from each other. The company recently connected their          
networks using UTP cable to share the stock related information. But after            
joining their networks, they are not able to share the information due to             
loss of signal in between. Which device is to be installed for a smooth              
communication?  

1 

d) How is a Phonetic text entry different from Keymap based text entry?  1 
c) Define “Domain Name Resolution”. 2 
e) It’s an era of networking! Almost everyone and everything is connected           

through one way or the other, hats off to the technology. We have never              
been so much linked as we are today.Daniel has just started his hands on              
practice of networking. Help him in the following: 
I. He has just connected 10 computers of his resource room to establish a              
network. Name the network (LAN/MAN/PAN/WAN) which will be formed.         
Mention any two main benefits which Daniel could achieve by establishing           
this network. 
II. Help him in identifying the correct topology which has the following            
characteristics: 

●  Its very easy to diagnose the fault in this topology. 
●  Failure of central hub/switch leads to failure of the entire network. 

Depict the topology by drawing the diagram showing four interconnected          
computers through central hub/switch. 

 
 
 
 
1 
 
 
 
2 
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f) Which of the following are valid IP addresses ? Give reason(s) if invalid.  
(i) 121.23.1.45 
(ii) 192.168.0.254 1 
(iii) 192.168.0.1 
(iv) 198.-1.1.1 

2 

g) Explain the term Firewall and Cyber Law. 1 
Q.2  Answer the following questions based on basic concepts of netbeans  
a) Define data encapsulation with reference to OOP.  2 
b) Write the value that will be assigned to variable x after executing the             

following statement :  
x = 20 – 5 + 3 * 20/5; 

1 
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c) Ariya has typed the following comments. Write the comments using          
another way.  
//This is a comment spreading 
//over two lines 

1 

d) Shalini is learning Java programming language, as it allows developers to           
write code that can run on any machine, regardless of architecture or            
platform. Help her in finding solutions for her problems: 
I. She wants to compare two integer values for equality in her java code.              
Out of (=) and (= =), which operator she should use and why? 
II. Help her in writing Java code to initialize two integer variables named             
num1 and num2 with values 5 and 10 respectively. Increase the value of             
num1 by 5 and decrease the value of num2 by 5. 

 
 
 
1 
 
1 

e) While working in Netbeans IDE, Amit wants that the text in a Textarea             
should move to the next line without breaking the word. Which property            
would help him to do that ? 

1 

f) Consider the statement :  
first_name = “Ayana”; 
(i) What is the datatype of first_name ? 
(ii) Is 325 the same as “325” ? Give reason. 

 
 
1 
1 

g) Differentiate between getSelectedIndex( ) and getSelectedItem( )       
methods. 

1 

Q3. Answer the following after carefully analysing the given codes  
a) Write the values of r and s after the execution of the following code :  

int p = 21; 
int q = 51; 
int r; 
int s; 
r = ++q; 
s = p++; 
r++; 

1 

b) Given below is HTML code. Rewrite the correct code underlining all the            
corrections done.  
<ol  type = “A” start=“D”> 
<li>Bake in oven for an hour 
<li>Remove from oven 
<li>Serve 

2 

c) Rewrite the following code using if else statement instead of switch :  
switch (success) { 
case –1: x1 = "No result" ; 
break; 
case 0 : x1 = "Final result- Not successful"; 
break; 
default : x1 = "result NOT known"; 
break; 
} 

2 

d) What will be displayed in jTextField1 and jTextField2 after the following           
code is executed :  
int ndigits = 0; int N = 35; 
while (N > 12) { 
ndigits = ndigits + 1; 
N = N–10;} 

2 
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jTextField1.setText(" "+ndigits);jTextField2.setText(" "+N); 
e) Write the value that will be stored in the variable t after the execution of the                

following code. How many times will the loop execute ? 
int sum = 0; 
int score = 0; 
double t; 
do{ 
score = score +1; 
sum = sum + score; 
}while (score <=3); 
t = sum / 3; 

2 

f) The following code has error(s). Rewrite the correct code, underlining all           
the corrections made :  
int j; 
int i =15; 
int flag = 1; 
while( j = 2 j < i; j++){ 
if(i % j = 0){ 
flag == 0; 
break;}} 

2 

Q.4 Write code in Java for the following:  
a) Write a method in java that takes a number and returns the sum of its               

digits 
2 

b) Ms. Faria works as a programmer in ‘‘TelTel Mobile Company’’ where she            
has designed a software to compute charges to be paid by the mobile             
phone user. A screenshot of the same is shown below : 

 
Each Call is charged at  1·00. 
Each SMS is charged at  0·50. 
Users can also opt for Mobile Data Plan. Charges for Mobile Data Plan are              
flat at 50·00. 
Help Ms. Fauzia in writing the code to do the following : 

i. When the ‘Calculate Charges’ button is clicked, ‘Calls and SMS          
Charges’, ‘Mobile Data Plan Charges’ and ‘Amount to Pay’ should          
be calculated and displayed in the respective text fields.‘Amount to          

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 
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Pay’ is calculated as :Calls and SMS Charges + Mobile Data Plan            
Charges (if any) 

ii. When the ‘Clear’ button is clicked, all the textfields and checkbox           
should be cleared.  

iii. When the ‘Exit’ button is clicked, the application should close. 

 
 
1 
 
1 

Q.5 Answer the following questions based on MYSQL concepts:  
a) Write SQL statement that gives the same output as the following SQL            

statement but uses the ‘IN’ keyword.  
SELECT NAME FROM STUDENT WHERE STATE = ‘VA’ ; 

1 
 
 

b) Consider the table given below : 
Write answer for (i), SQL queries for (ii) to (viii) and output for SQL              
queries (ix) and (x).                      (Table : Salesperson) 

 
Note : Columns SID and DOB contain sales person’s Id and date of birth              
respectively. 

i. Write the data types of SID and DOB columns. 
ii. Display names of Salespersons and their Salaries who have         

salaries in the range 30000.00 to 40000.00  
iii. To list Names, Phone numbers and DOB (Date of Birth) of           

Salespersons who were born before 1st November, 1992. 
iv. To display Names and Salaries of Salespersons in descending         

order of salary. 
v. To display areas in which Salespersons are working. Duplicate         

Areas should not be displayed. 
vi. To display SID, Names along with Salaries increased by 500.          

(Increase of ` 500 is only to be displayed and not to be updated in               
the table) 

vii. To display Area along with number of Salespersons working in that           
area. 

viii. To display Names of Salespersons who have the word ‘Kumar’          
anywhere in their names.  

ix. SELECT Name, LENGTH(Name) FROM Salesperson; 
x. SELECT Area, COUNT (*) FROM Salesperson GROUP BY Area         

HAVING COUNT (*) > 1; 

10 

c) Given below is the ‘Department’ table : 3 
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SET AUTOCOMMIT = 0; 
UPDATE Department SET DEPNAME = ‘OFFICE’ WHERE 
DEPNAME = ‘ADMIN’; 
INSERT INTO Department VALUES(104,‘HRD’); 
UPDATE Department SET DEPNAME = ‘FRONT OFFICE’ WHERE 
DEPNAME = ‘RECEPTION’; 
COMMIT; 
DELETE FROM Department WHERE DEPNAME = ‘FRONT 
OFFICE’; 
ROLLBACK; 
SELECT * FROM Department; 
What will be the output of the above SELECT statement ? 

   
d) Consider the tables given below and answer the questions that follow 

Table : Workshop 

 
Table : Participant 

 
i. WorkshopId ‘552’ is missing in the table workshop. Is there any           

discrepancy (something not correct) ? Give reason for your answer.  
ii. WorkshopId ‘551’ is present twice in the table Participant. Is there           

any discrepancy ? Give reason for your answer.  
 

2 

e) Consider the tables given below and answer the questions that follow : 4 
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i. Name the Primary keys in both the tables and Foreign key in ‘Event’             

table. 
ii. Can NumPerformers (Number for performers) be set as the Primary          

key ? Give reason. 
iii. How many rows will be present in the Cartesian join of the above             

mentioned two tables ? 
iv. In the table ‘Event’, 102 is present twice in the column ‘‘CelebrityId’’.            

Is there any discrepancy ? Give reason. 
f) With reference to the above tables, write the commands in SQL for (a) to              

(c). 
a. To display EventId, Event name, Celebrity Id and Names of          

celebrities for only those events that have more than 10 performers. 
b. To display Event name, Celebrity Id and Names of celebrities who           

have ‘‘Khan’’ anywhere in their names.  
c. To display Event name, Names of celebrities and Fee charged for           

those celebrities who charge more than 200000.  

6 

Q.6. Ms. Cathy is creating a form for Vidya University Sports Council           
application. Help her to choose the most appropriate controls from ListBox,           
ComboBox, TextField, TextArea, RadioButton, CheckBox, Label and       
Command Button for the following entries : 

 

2 
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